The analogy between the two-dimensional field of stress and the transverse flexure of a thin plate was first applied by K. Wieghardt1 to the solution of a problem involving boundary loading of a simply-connected body. As is well known, the analogy establishes the proportionality of the curvatures of the surface of the plate to the components of stress in the two-dimensional field of stress. H. M. Westergaard2 introduced the useful terminology of slab and slice, free slice and constrained slice, and gave the boundary conditions for the slab when the slice is multiply-connected and is stressed by boundary loads having no resultant force on an internal boundary. Westergaard also proposed the use of the analogy in the investigation of the stresses in the Boulder Canyon Dam,3 a problem involving gravity and boundary loading of a simply connected body. An improvement in experimental technique was contributed by H. Cranz4 in introducing an optical spherometer5 for measuring the components of surface curvature. Cranz's application was to boundary load problems in simply connected bodies.
It is the purpose of this paper to give the general boundary conditions for the slab when the slice is multiply-connected and is stressed by any combination of boundary loading, body forces, dislocations and thermal dilatations. The analogy has, in fact, its most useful applications in the last three cases as they are either difficult to reproduce, or the resulting stresses are difficult to measure, in an experimental model of the slice itself, while the analogous conditions for the slab, developed below, are easy to handle.
In order to proceed, it is necessary, first, to set down the general boundary value problem for the slice. It is convenient to do this along the lines established by Michell,6 with the additional consideration of dislocations and thermal dilatations.
2. Airy's stress function and its differential equations. In a state of plane strain defined by setting [Vol. IV, No. 3 71/2 *YzX *2 0 and restricting the displacements u and v to be functions of x and y only, the relations between strain, displacement, stress and temperature in an isotropic elastic body are 
3. Conditions on 0 at a point on a boundary of the slice. Michell6 gave the conditions to be satisfied, at each point of each boundary, by <f> and its derivative normal to the boundary: In a simply connected body, a, (3, 7 may be assigned arbitrary (including zero) values as the addition of a linear function of x and y to <j> does not affect the stresses. In a multiply-connected body, three additional conditions on <f> are required for determining a, (3, 7, on each additional boundary. Equations (3.1) to (3.5) are not altered by introducing thermal dilatations and dislocations of the type considered here.
4. Conditions on </> for each boundary of the slice. The additional conditions on are obtained by assuming the strains (and hence the stresses) to be continuous and requiring the rotations and displacements (a) to be single-valued or (b) to have prescribed discontinuities (dislocations). Michell6 gave the conditions for case (a). The conditions for case (b), including, also, thermal dilatations, are derived by following Michell's procedure with modifications along the lines indicated by Volterra.7 (i) Rotation condition. Considering the rotation [Vol. IV, No. 3 we require that the line integral of its differential have a value, say c, after one complete circuit around (and along) a boundary. Thus,
J \2 dx dy J Vda; 2 dy J Replacing the strain components by their expressions in terms of <£, V and T, we find
Hs.filds.
(4.4)
This is the first of Michell's three conditions on 4> for each boundary of the slice. It may be observed that, if the circuit of the line integral in (4.3) were reducible, the integral would vanish because, by Green's theorem,
and the surface integral vanishes by virtue of (2.3).
(it) Displacement conditions. We admit a translational dislocation a parallel to x and set a = (j) du = (j)-dx + -dy = J) ^tjlx + -y*ydy^ -(j) u,dy. of <£, V and T, we find 10) which is the last of Michell's three conditions. Corresponding to (4.5), a similar application of Green's theorem to (4.6) reveals that the right hand side of the latter vanishes for reducible circuits and the same result is found for the corresponding step in the development of Michell's third condition.
The differential equation (2.6), the boundary conditions (3.1) and (3.2), and the three conditions (4.4), (4.9) and (4.10) constitute a statement of the boundary value problem of plane elasticity for stresses induced by boundary loading, body forces, dislocations, and thermal dilatations. The general formulation of the problem reveals the analogies, discovered by M. A. Biot,8 between gravity loading and boundary pressures, and between thermal loading and boundary pressures and dislocations.
5. The slab equations. In the approximate theory of the bending of thin plates9 (slabs), the deflection (w) is governed by the differential equation DViw=Z, (5.1) where D is the flexural rigidity of the plate and Z is the surface load, normal to the middle plane. On a boundary of the slab, the shearing force (N) normal to the middle plane, the flexural couple (G), and the torsional couple (H) (all per unit of arc length s) are
where p' is the radius of curvature of the boundary of the unflexed slab and is Poisson's ratio for the slab material.
The resultant force and the components, parallel to the x and y axes, of the resultant couple on a complete boundary are10
Ldn ds dn \ ds / J J 6. The analogy for singly-connected bodies. Noting the similarity between the differential equations (2.6) and (5.1) for (f> and w, we set w = K<f>, (6.1) [Vol. IV, No. 3 where K is a conversion constant having the dimensions of length/force.
Then, from (6.1) and (2.6),
is the normal surface loading to be applied to the face of the slab. In the ease of a steady state temperature distribution, V2r = 0. (6.4) If, in addition, the body force potential is harmonic, the slab is subjected to edge loading only. If either V or T is not harmonic, transverse loading is required on the surface of the slab, and the load may vary slowly with time.
The edge conditions (i.e., the elevation and slope at each point of a boundary) of the slab are specified by substituting w = K<f> in (3.1) and (3.2). Thus For a singly-connected body, (6.1) to (6.8) completely specify the analogy, since the unknown constants a, /3, y may be given arbitrary values.
7. Additional conditions on the slab for multiply-connected bodies. For a multiply-connected body, a, /3, y must be prescribed for each boundary. Now, it will be observed, from (6.5) and (6.6), that a, /3, y specify a rigid body translation and rotation of each complete boundary of the slab. Such rigid body movements may be effected by applying, on each boundary, a resultant force, normal to the middle plane of the slab, and a couple about an axis properly oriented in the plane of the slab. The magnitudes of the force and the x and y components of the couple on each boundary are determined by expressing Fx, Mx, Mv (see (5.5)) in terms of the specified boundary loadings, body forces, dislocations, and temperature distribution of the slice.
i The terms outside the integral vanish on account of the assumption of continuity of the stress components. Therefore the first integral on the right hand side of (7.5) becomes C ( dy d /d<t>\ dx r d-<f> /d2<f> 1 d<t>\-\) J V1 "^5U) + *Lvv" ^ " W + 7 £/Jh (7'7)
On a boundary This gives Mx in terms of known quantities.
